Abstract: Dynamics of a non-linear energy harvesting is affected by excitation source and to explore efficiency it is necessary to understand which region offers more energy and the influence of a forced periodic vibration related to ambient non-ideal and power source. A bistable Duffing oscillator coupled to piezoelectric layers and electric load configuring a non-linear energy harvesting is excited by periodic resonant vibration and the system behaviour and energy availability is compared to non-ideal excitation. The chaos via Lyapunov exponent were determined and Runge-Kutta forth order was applied to determine displacement, velocity, phase portrait and output voltage. As main conclusion it was possible to identify a more efficient coupling of cantilever configuration to non-ideal power source than resonant periodic excitation. Considering the kinetic energy available for the coupled system to be converted into electricity it was possible to verify an increase around then times of energy offered to the harvesting system from non-ideal vibration compared to periodic resonant
Introduction
The growth for electricity power consumption requires better ways of supplying and one of the promising technologies are Energy Harvesting that is even a sustainable solution. Among several harvesters proposed three main groups are highlighted: thermal gradients, solar radiation and vibration [1] . Considering vibration case the main subject is transfer kinetic energy from some source to a converter into electricity. This conversion can be accomplished via many solutions and piezoelectric materials are the most promising [2] .
Piezoelectric material converts motion to electricity considering his direct effect and several studies regards piezoelectric layers attached to a object vibrating and the piezoelectric material is coupled to a electrical load [3] . It configures a simple solution however the system efficiency is considerable low regards vibrational interaction to the power source as the main cause [4] . To enhance harvesting efficiency it is necessary offers more kinetic energy from excitation source to piezoelectric layers to be converted into electricity and to accomplished this objective some dynamical solution is necessary. In this direction first studies concentrates in matching natural frequency to excitation source for purpose of resonance from vibration source to excited object [2] . This dynamical solution reached their expected result nevertheless mostly ambient vibration are in wide band and their frequency is random which hampers a design solution for resonance [3] , [4] , [5] and [6] .
To trespass the resonance matching problem several non-linear solution was proposed [5] ant [6] and has spotlight the bistable cantilever proposed by [6] that regards to a cantilever subject to two magnets creating a tuning design. The bistable configuration results in non-linear behaviour from harvester configuration. It was studied the dynamics from non-linear energy harvesting excited by periodic excitation. For maximization the kinetic absorption from excitation source to beam coupled to piezoelectric layers a resonant design were the object of study by [6] .
To explore energy availability it is proposed in this research a non-ideal vibration as excitation configuring a non-linear harvester coupled to a nonideal power source. For limited power the feedback vibration influences the external source which characterizes a non-ideal system [7] . Thus the model of movement sums a feedback term increasing the problem degrees of freedom [8] . According [9] and [10] when vibration source is near natural frequency for nonlinear vibrational systems occurs a jump phenomenon known as Sommerfeld effect [11] making not possible to reach the resonance as maximum vibration response.
Considering the paper organization: Section 2 presents the modelling of non-linear harvester subject to a periodic excitation, Section 3 presents the modelling of non-linear harvester excited by a non-ideal power source and Section 4 presents de efficiency comparison of two excitation sources and acknowledgements.
Non-Linear Harvester Excited by Periodic Vibration
A cantilever covered with two layers of piezoelectric film is subject to a periodic excitation f cosΩt. To set up a bistable behaviour to magnets impose a nonliner behaviour, as shown in Fig. 1 . This harvester proposed by [6] is a Duffing oscillator for increasing the frequency bandwidth and take advantage of full range broadband. The periodic vibration as excitation source matching the natural frequency from coupled system as a resonant design.
Considering periodic excitation as f cosΩt the equation of motion from this harvester configuration and electrical coupling is given by equation (1) according [6] .ẍ
Where ζ is damping, χ is piezoelectric mechanical coupling coefficient, ν is resistance voltage, λ is reciprocal of time constant and κ is piezoelectric electric coupling coefficient. The state variable x refers to beam position.
Defining x 1 = x and x 3 = ν than the space-state of equations (1) is given by equation (2) .ẋ
Dynamical Analysis for Periodic Excitation
This section presents the dynamic evaluation for bistable harvester subject to periodic excitation. This configuration is largely known in literature and completely discussed in [6] . To summary the dynamic study is presented the stability, displacement rate, phase portrait and output voltage. For this study it is used parameters for resonance design given in table 1 according [6] .
0.01 0.05 0.05 0.5 0.083 0.8 Table 1 : Parameters for resonance [6] The Lyapunov Exponents calculated via Wolf Method shows a chaotic behaviour of bistable configuration shown in Fig. 2 . This configuration varies his behaviour when frequency excitation is changed and the energy peak is around chaotic region [12] . The behaviour also depends of excitation amplitude and coupling damping [13] . Performing analysis via Runge-Kutta fourth order method for solving ordinary differential equations it is possible to visualize the total energy from the system. Fig. 3 exhibit results from 0 to 600 samples in 0.1 steps resulting in 6,000 samples.
Non-Linear Harvester Excited by Non-Ideal Power Source
The equation of motion and electrical coupling for non-ideal excitation q(żcosz+ zsinz) is given by equation (3) according to [7] and [15] .
where q is non-ideal excitation and b,r and a refers to non-ideal behaviour parameters. The state variable z refers to vibration source position. Isolating x andz the equations for coupling are described by equation (4).
Adopting x 1 = x and x 3 = z and x 5 = ν than the space-state of equation (4) is given by equation (5).ẋ
Dynamical Analysis for Non-Ideal Excitation
Designs based in resonant solution takes in consideration a periodic and known vibration source however most ambient vibration is random and unknown [14] which demands a solution for non-linear harvesters and considering a nonperiodic excitation. Studies accomplished by [6] compared performance of linear and non-linear harvester for periodic excitation. In more recent studies Lyapunov exponents Figure 4 : Lyapunov exponents for non-ideal excitation -Time sample [14] utilizes random excitation to analyse the potential of proposed non-linear harvester. The present research propose a non-ideal power source as system excitation for non-linear harvester. The non-ideal excitation source was modelled by [7] and their behaviour for piezoelectric coupling in linear case is discussed by [15] . For this non-ideal power source coupled to non-linear harvester system the proposed parameter are given in table (3).
Parameters a b q r Value 2.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 Table 3 : Parameters for non-ideal excitation [6] Lyapunov Exponents present a chaotic behaviour as shown in Fig 6 . According [16] a small increase of energy can convert periodic vibration into chaos. This system have non-negative exponents as shown in table 5. 
Efficiency Comparison
Piezoelectric direct effect converts kinetic energy to electricity and taking in consideration displacement and velocity as main measure of kinetic energy it is possible to compare efficiency from periodic excitation to non-ideal excitation measuring displacement and velocity rate trough phase portrait graphic which represent total kinetic energy offered to the system as shown in Fig. 6 . It was considered 500 samples from 1,500 to 2,000 to exclude transient behaviour.
There was an increase of around then times energy offered to the harvesting system from non-ideal excitation compared to periodic resonant design. This result encourages development of controller systems to set-up harvesters to nonideal behaviour during interaction to a specific power source. 
